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A Year of anguish for Wildlife

Dear Member,

It is that time of the year again, the holiday season. As we
draw the year to a close, we would like to advocate that
conservation of our nature is of utmost importance and
your support is always a need. Whilst the year has been
tumultuous for the country’s wildlife, we are making history
in 2022 with the highest number of elephant deaths in the
country, at over 405. 

As a recap of our work, the Sub-Committees headed by
individuals on the Committee who serve on a volunteer
basis have been doing some outstanding work, starting
with PLANT where it has more than exceeded our
expectations due to some passionate work by the team led
by Sriyan. Our hope was to initiate 100 acres of land under
the PLANT guarantee company or through Partners by 

 

Dr. Tempe Adams at the WNPS office for a round table discussion on HEC with the
University Students

HUMAN – ELEPHANT PEACE: ‘Ali Pancha’
- a Landmark Project

Our Science team is gathering
momentum to fight more for
Conservation

Mangrove Restoration at Anawilundawa
is making great progress. 

Protecting Ravana’s Secret- PLANT’s
latest footprint expansion

http://instagram.com/wnpss
http://twitter.com/wnpssl
http://facebook.com/wnpssl
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wildlife-and-nature-protection-society-of-sri-lanka/
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now, but I believe we may soon exceed that number
10 times over. The HEC Sub-Committee has
completed two “Gatherings” of trying to bring all
scientists, individuals, and organizations involved
with the conservation of Elephants, to one platform,
and whilst we would like to see better participation
and coordination, the results have been satisfactory.
The experimental Light Repel System (LRS) is now at
a stage where data gathering for the scientific
document has commenced. The results are better
than expected with a more than 80% efficacy in the
mitigation of HEC in the locations that the LRS has
been installed. The Marine Sub-Committee
continues its journey in mangrove regeneration with
the ambitious plan in Anawilundawa whilst working
on aspects that are of concern to the mariner lives in
Viduthalthivu and other locations. It is also
noteworthy that this Committee is working closely
with other organizations and has formulated a
forum to work together.

The CAT committee’s key role is to firm up the
Leopard research and conservation project to
understand the behavioral patterns and numbers of
our apex predator in the country. The scientific
process documenting and researching our 'big cat'
around the country will hopefully provide
groundbreaking information in time to come. And
yes, we haven’t forgotten our other Cat Species and
work has begun on our small cats too. The Youth
Wing (YW) has been conducting some phenomenal
awareness, advocacy, and educational work in
Schools around the country and have reached the
mark of approximately 120 Schools since we
established the YW in 2018. This is truly trailblazing.
The Wild Kids sub-committee too has grown in
stature and have bi-monthly programs with the
young kids to make a difference in awareness of the
environmental aspect in their young lives. We must
start at that young age!! Two new committees,
Science for Conservation and the Climate Change
Sub-Committees whilst just established this year, are
foreseen to deliver great things to come in 2023.

The bottom line is that the Society is conducting
around 10 activities per month, all revolving around
conservation, and more than we imagine the
Society could handle. Kudos to the Committee and
the Office team for continuously and consistently
putting on these events. The Society is involved
with at least another ten major projects, mostly
scientific in nature, and supported by our own
team of young scientists or budding
conservationists, and that number has grown from
5, to 26, within the last 3 years.
We would not achieve any of this without the
support of our corporate partners, both in Sri
Lanka and overseas. Our annual report that is on
our website identifies those who have partnered
with us and helped us make a difference. There
have been some ground-breaking initiatives and
the single largest donation record has been broken
three times this year. We thank all our partners for
helping us make a difference.
I would like to appeal to our membership in a few
ways. Firstly, we would like more volunteers to join
our Sub-Committees to help as much as possible.
Whilst the current 19 Committee members and the
various numbers of Sub-Committee members toil
away to make your environment a better place,
your volunteering would be most welcome.
Secondly, we are always looking out for donations.
So, your contributions, however small, will always
help in some way. During this season of giving,
would you consider giving towards our cause for a
change? We thank those members who have
continued to help the Society and hope that you
can rope in others to join in this good cause as well.
With Sincere appreciation and all good wishes for
the Season. Happy Holidays and my best to you for
2023!!

 
Jehan CanagaRetna
President
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A DIALOGUE WITH MEDIA ON
DEALING WITH WILDLIFE

A media workshop organized by the Wildlife and Nature
Protection Society of Sri Lanka, Department of Wildlife
Conservation (DWC), and the Sri Lanka Press Institute
(SLPI) happened on 09 November at Jetwing Hotel,
Colombo 07. The workshop provided insights into
ethical reporting of human-wildlife conflicts that
represents a better balance of the respective struggles
of man and wild alike. It was a productive day which was
well received by over 80 environmental Journalists from
all the leading media houses in Sri Lanka. Our
appreciation to the professional resource team for
sharing their wealth of knowledge and wisdom.

A group activity with active participation from
Conservation experts, resulted in presentation on the
difficulties faced when reporting such news. 

With participation from the experts in the conservation
field, a group activities was done where media folks
ultimately presented the difficulties they faced when
reporting such news. A list of issues and responsible
parties and alternative solutions was created and that
will be handed over to the DWC for necessary action.
Our thanks to the Nations Trust Bank and Jetwing
Colombo 7 for their support. 

Voice cuts from the event - (20+) Watch | Facebook
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=876513966691231


Dr. Tempe Adams from Elephants without Borders in Botswana was in Sri Lanka for a week to
deliver a guest lecture on “Living with the world’s largest elephant population” and to exchange
experiences and understand how the Sri Lankan government and other conservation parties’ hand
human elephant conflicts here. Both WNPS and EWB are experimenting a light repel system (LRS)
and in Bostwana it is called EleSenses. Remarkably, both farming communities in the different parts
of the world have so much in common. WNPS is experimenting with the LRS in 21 locations in 9
districts around the country over the past few years. This experimental study is showing high
efficacy to mitigate HEC conflicts.

Dr. Tempe visited our LRS sites and talked with farmers about HEC issues in Sri Lanka and the
efficacy of the LRS etc. She also visited the Udawalawe National Park and the Elephant transit Home
in Udawalwe (ETH) to see how wild animals are treated and released back to the wild. In addition,
there was an open discussion with young researchers to expose them to this conservationist and it
was a fruitful event for all youngsters and for the WNPS staff.Her visit was sponsored by Dilma Teas,
and we thank them for their continued support towards conservation. 

A key reason to connect and bring down Dr. Adams is to share experiences we each have as
organizations and to understand more on the work Elephant Without Borders do in the world’s most
populated elephant location. 

 

DR. TEMPE ADAMS’S VISIT
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“Conserving butterflies will improve our whole environment for wildlife and enrich the lives of
people now and in the future” Butterfly Conservation, UK

Wild Kids also took to the field in November through an experiential study on Butterflies. It was
carried out at the MJF Centre in Moratuwa by Mr. Rajika Gamage, a veteran in natural science and a
published author in this field.  The large group of Kids enjoyed a morning walk through the fully
fledged Butterfly Garden, identifying different types of butterflies. walking through an urban forest
and learning about home gardening. Parents are requested to encourage their kids to participate in
such activities for their future wellbeing and ours. 

 

Wild Kids: Providing Hands-on
experiences with Nature 

 

 
Interacting with plants and animals is found to be fundamental for children’s health and well-
being. The Wild Kids team has been providing many different avenues to ensure that we nurture
a new generation of nature lovers through our work. Identifying the power of experiential
learning, Wild Kids held a competition for its members to be creative with dried leaves, titled Fun
with Dried Leaves.
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The Youth Wing was chosen as a delivery partner by the British Council for their ‘Youth Leadership
for Climate Action’ (YLCA) Program for the districts of Kandy and Gampaha. The objective of this
program is to equip young people with the skills needed for effective climate action and
community intervention. We were able to successfully conclude phase one in November, with 52
participants. The residential training took place over three days. We were also able to conduct our
own Youth Wing sessions on biodiversity and ecosystem restoration during these days to the
youth. Phase 2 of the program is currently underway.

Our ‘Education for Conservation’ program reached students of Ambalangoda Darmashoka
Vidyalaya on 29th November, with 400 students in attendance. A vibrant discussion around
biodiversity and threats on  the environment, took place, leaving students with newfound
enthusiasm to protect their natural surroundings.

“Spotlight’22”; an open mic night took place on December 18th at The Grove. The vibrant evening
featured talented young people using a myriad of performative mediums to express their concerns
and feelings about the environment, with lots of great young people participating in a spirit of
solidarity. 

YOUTH WING DRIVES MULTIPLE INITIATIVES
ACROSS A BROAD SPECTRUM OF YOUTH

 
PARTNERS THE BRITISH COUNCIL IN THE BATTLE AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE.
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HUMAN – ELEPHANT PEACE: ‘Ali Pancha’ - a
Landmark Project

 

The annual sponsoring of 25 orphaned elephants at the Elephant Transit Home (ETH) at Uda
Walawe to provide them with their essential nutrition for healthy development. The sponsoring of
a research project to understand the varieties of antibiotics that work safely, and effectively, in
the treatment of orphaned elephants.
The provision of six (6) ‘Smart Collars’ for elephants selected for release back into the wild. Their
movements will be monitored via VHF frequencies and GPS Systems to understand their range of
roaming and behaviour, and to scientifically evaluate and understand how they integrate into the
wild.
Conduct Education & Awareness Programmes for a minimum of 200 farmers in the Hambantota
District, in partnership with Farmer Societies and Government Institutions, and Install five (5)
WNPS Light Repel Systems (LRSs) in selected locations in the Hambantota District to protect these
farmers’ homes and cultivations from incursions by elephants.

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed by the Chief Executive Officer of the Hambantota
International Port Group (HIPG), Mr Johnson Liu, and the President of the Wildlife & Nature Protection
Society (WNPS), Mr Jehan CanagaRetna on the 14th of October 2022, to launch the ‘Ali Pancha’ Project
– a way to help the community transition from Human – Elephant Conflict (HEC) to Human – Elephant
Peace. The broad aims of the Project are as follows:

The WNPS also has the responsibility of coordinating these objectives to ensure that they are
achieved, within the time frames set out in the Agreement.

 
 

Partnerships are vital for PEACE

WNPS has been tirelessly campaigning for better solutions in the case of the Human- Elephant
Conflict. For the success of this project, the cooperation of the Department of Wildlife Conservation
(DWC) is considered essential, especially that of the Veterinary Surgeons and other officers of the
ETH. It is they who provide the technical and scientific inputs, and research necessary for the
initiatives with the orphan elephants. Dr Vijitha Perera, the Senior Veterinary Surgeon at the ETH will
lead this project on behalf of the DWC, ably assisted by Dr Malaka Abeywardana who was present at
the Project Launch. During our mutual long history, the WNPS has worked with the DWC on several
projects, and greatly looks forward to this renewed partnership.
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Reserve your Dates!
 

Our Science team is gathering momentum to fight more
for Conservation

New members with scientific backgrounds have joined the recently constituted Science for Conservation team,
and they are working on different areas relevant to different conservation aspects. The team is planning to
start a biodiversity survey in the Pompa Kale forest in collaboration with the University of Peradeniya to map
and designate Pompa Kale forest as an important area which requires protection from humans and
developmental pressure. This study will be helpful to identify the plants, birds, fish, insects, and invertebrates
within the Pompakalle forest reserve and to articulate their presence and biodiversity value, to investigate the
threats to these species living there, and to find solutions and mitigatory methods to help overcome the
threats and ensure their continued existence.

Our team published an abstract in the 7th international Marine debris conference with the findings from the
citizen Science project we conducted by analyzing nurdle density around the coastal belt in Sri Lanka due to the
MV- X Press Pearl incident. 

With the support from WNPS, the team is extending the work on analyzing the impacts of the MV X-Press Pearl
by conducting a series of socio-economic surveys in the highly impacted areas extending from Moratuwa to
Negombo. Initial surveys are done and now we are at data analysis stages which can be later published in a
proper scientific journal. 

The Sub Committee team is planning to engage school children around Colombo to expand their capacity and
seek potential engagement for citizen science Projects. In the meantime, they are connecting with university
clubs and societies to engage with undergraduates for conservation aspects. We are excited to start more
interesting experiments in the field in future so stay tuned for more information!
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Most of the WNPS trips end up being fully subscribed, so why not block your dates, and make an early
booking with us, to ensure you enjoy the unique experiences provided by the WNPS Field Trips, our
superb experts and guides, and the hidden gems of places we visit while in these areas. 
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Have you read our
latest Loris & Warana?

Click the covers to read our latest issues!
wnpssl.org/publications

We need your support.
All donations to the Society assist in our conservation
efforts. Click the link and donate today.

DONATE

Donate your Star points!
 

You can help us SURVIVE by not letting
your STAR POINTS EXPIRE. Please
donate them to the Wildlife and Nature
Protection Society today and help us
see a brighter tomorrow. 

https://www.wnpssl.org/donate/

https://www.wnpssl.org/pdf/loris/loris-magazine-to-web-upload--1-.pdf
https://www.wnpssl.org/pdf/warana/warana-11-6-12-1-may-dec-2021-for-web2-.pdf
https://www.wnpssl.org/donate/
https://www.wnpssl.org/donate/
https://www.wnpssl.org/donate/


Mangrove Restoration at
Anawilundawa is making great

progress. 
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The excavation of the plots started at the end of November. It follows a fish-bone pattern, which
is the most efficient, practical and cost-effective system for water circulation to the site as shown
below. The planted plot shows good progress in mangrove restoration. The lab, sponsored by
Hayleys Advantis, has been opened and now facilitates many opportunities for interested
researchers. An intern from Scotland is helping with water quality analysis at Anawilundawa and a
student from the Wayamba University has started the research work at the site.
 
Our Research officer Thilina, and Science Assistant Ashan, are doing wonderful work on the
project. As always, we are grateful to all our corporate partners for their invaluable contribution
to the Mangrove restoration project, namely Hemas Consumer Brands, Hayleys Advantis Ltd and
the Lanka Environmental Foundation (LEF).  

 
 



Have you paid your subscription?

Pay online or make a direct deposit into the account below and email us a photo of the screenshot/
deposit slip to admin@wnpssl.org with your name and membership number.

Visit our office and pay in person either by cash or cheque between 8.00 am to 5.00 pm or you
could simply post a cheque to:

Pay directly via our website on https://mpg.seylan.lk/wnpssl and follow the instructions. Once
done, we would need you to email or “WhatsApp" a photo of the deposit slip or direct transfer of
your payment.

The daily administration of the Society, the upkeep of the Head Office and Bungalows and the salaries
of staff are all dependent on the annual subscriptions of members. As such, we urge you to please
update your subscriptions, if you have not already done so. Please contact the Administrative
Executive, Ms. Guwani De Zoysa, either by telephone on 011 2 887 390 or by e-mail on
admin@wnpssl.org if you have any queries about the amounts outstanding and methods of payment.
Contributions over and above are also most welcome. You may choose one of the below methods to
settle your dues (All currencies are accepted);

      The Wildlife and Nature Protection Society 
      Account # – 101000732193 
      Bank – National Development Bank (NDB) 
      Branch – Head Office 
      Branch Code – 100 
      Swift Code - NDBSLKLX 

       The Wildlife and Nature Protection Society 
       86, Rajamalwatta Road 
       Battaramulla 

*cheques to be written in favour of  “The Wildlife and Nature Protection Society” 
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WNPS is recruiting – are you interested?

The WNPS is continually expanding its footprint and staff strength as we take on more project
of diverse nature. At present, we are planning to recruit a legal and administrative assistant to
our head office team to help with legal work and documentation, while we are filling two more
positions at the head office which are for an Account Assistant and our lead role of the Head
of Sustainability and Administration, who overlooks our entire operation. Candidates
interested in these roles, or even in general in joining the WNPS if they are passionate about
conservation, could always reach out to us via email on admin@wnpssl.org

https://mpg.seylan.lk/wnpssl
mailto:admin@wnpssl.org
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Missed a lecture?

Not to worry, we have you covered!
Our lectures are now available online.
wnpssl.org/events/lectures/

Small Cat Research Collaboration
 
 

 

The WNPS is looking to collaborate with
researchers currently working on small to
medium wild cats (Fishing Cat, Jungle Cat
& Rusty Spotted Cat) as a part of the
multi-regional monitoring system for wild
cats across Sri Lanka. Those interested,
please forward your profiles and project
info to Riaz Cader, riazcader@gmail.com,
who is a part of the WNPS Wild Cats
subcommittee.

 

https://www.wnpssl.org/events/lectures/
https://www.wnpssl.org/events/lectures/
https://www.wnpssl.org/events/lectures/
https://www.wnpssl.org/events/lectures/


There’s a leopard in your tea
 

Once thought to be extinct and Critically Endangered,
Crudia zeylanica plants are taking root at the WNPS Green
Isle site. In addition, the site has been enriched with many
fruiting plants aimed at providing suitable habitat for the
critically endagered purple-faced leaf monkeys and other
fauna. WNPS took on this project a few years ago to
restore better balance in this critical eco-systme. The
Green Isle has since become a great location for field
studies, research and wetland walks for University and
School students. The Green Isle Project is supported by
#Abans and #LG

 

Green Isle shows real progress!
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The Leopard Hunters from our Leopard Research and
Conservation Project

 Last year the WNPS launched one of its largest
initiatives, to help understand and protect our
big Cat and even the other smaller Cat species.
Several Centers were set up in different parts
of the country. At present, Center coordinators
are gathering data on the distribution of
wildcats outside the protected areas, the
nature of human-leopard interactions, and
people's perceptions towards leopards. The
main objective of this effort is to gather
baseline data and identify the focal areas to
carry out ecological research, awareness
programs, and conservation projects. Through
the questionnaire surveys and field
observations, we continue to identify the
places with human-leopard conflict in different
geographical regions. This project is sponsored
by LOLC.

https://brunch.lk/techy-conservation-what-sri-lanka-can-learn-and-adopt/?fbclid=IwAR25PmltPHIo3AM5FGd35kOh6Py91ZTIrQ8Jrav0Gs_Ociaj8i_xiamO8Uw
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/abans?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZViYxwLd1kwyNmd8Pp79H6qyF-5aD4yYPb5pWVNrHjwFsrg4WokIE5CN0WANEWY-A3TcFMvUh7QbUHdwLrqBt6riPGchQiv3nE0HD2danjshy-6e22o-yJzBq2fMRSB2pOTCWTh6I82Trnax8CNsqdnt4C12zx9AxngONZAp7W9gySytag3aqhHZ0RhF0f3dtk&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/lg?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZViYxwLd1kwyNmd8Pp79H6qyF-5aD4yYPb5pWVNrHjwFsrg4WokIE5CN0WANEWY-A3TcFMvUh7QbUHdwLrqBt6riPGchQiv3nE0HD2danjshy-6e22o-yJzBq2fMRSB2pOTCWTh6I82Trnax8CNsqdnt4C12zx9AxngONZAp7W9gySytag3aqhHZ0RhF0f3dtk&__tn__=*NK-R


Protecting Ravana’s Secret- PLANT’s latest footprint
expansion

 

"My husband John and I (both British) were lucky to discover this magical place when we retired to Sri
Lanka 20 years ago. Although we own the land, we feel like caretakers and seeing the destruction of so
much natural beauty in the name of "development", we are determined that this area on top of the
famous Ravana Falls should be protected for the future of the environment long after we are dead! For
that reason, we are delighted to join with WNPS/PLANT in an area of over 60 acres to conserve and
improve the land’s biodiversity for the future." says Anne Boyce, when commenting on the partnership.
The PLANT team is excited to add Ravana’s Secret, to the rapidly expanding PLANT network and WNPS is
proud of the many threatened species who receive refuge within these properties. The WNPS team
continue to seek likeminded partners who can set aside land, or resources, or donate land to WNPS, for
the essential cause of conservation in Sri Lanka.

 

In an exciting step, PLANT took on an engagement in the
upper hills of Ravana. WNPS established PLANT to raise
funds, to acquire and/or set aside privately owned lands,
directly or through Partners, for the purpose of conservation
and holding land in trust, on behalf of future generations.
WNPS through PLANT hopes to contribute towards creating
reasonably connected corridors of protected natural spaces
and forest ecosystems. "Ravana's Secret" is hidden in over
100 acres of neglected hillside tea and forested land
surrounding the Upper Ravana Falls a few miles above Ella.
The owners have been purposely allowing some of the land
to go "back to nature", like a private reserve encouraging
local flora and fauna. RS is a haven for small numbers of
nature loving tourists, accommodated in four eco-friendly
buildings in different places, with limited organic cultivation
mainly to feed themselves and guests. Having heard about
the conservation work being done by PLANT, the owners
reached out to WNPS to join hands and help them accelerate
and better conserve the ecosystem which provides a critical
watershed for the Ravana Falls and the related ecosystem.
The team at PLANT signed an MOU recently and are hoping
to study the ecosystem, do some enhancement steps for
existing forested areas, and map a few steppingstone
properties in the region, to increase securely protected land
corridors in that area.
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RAMSAR COP14: WETLANDS ACTION FOR PEOPLE AND

NATURE

 
 

CoP14 specifically addressed the need for enhancing synergies with other multilateral
environmental agreements where the key role that wetlands play in climate change action and
biodiversity conservation is adequately recognized. Other main points of deliberation at the
CoP14 included the need for the protection of smaller wetlands which experience increasing
anthropogenic pressures and enhancing youth engagement in Convention’s work. Many
countries, including Sri Lanka, recognized and supported the resolution on engaging young people
in the implementation of the Convention to build awareness, intergenerational capacity and
partnerships for the conservation, restoration, and wise and sustainable use and management of
all wetlands. 

Local NGOs such as the WNPS play an immense role in driving the involvement of local
communities in wetland conservation activities and encouraging youth participation in sustainable
natural resource governance. While the Convention has shown notable progress in certain areas
such as the development of national wetland policies, implementation of World Wetland Day
activities and expansion of Ramsar site network amongst others, there is a significantly low
progress achieved in other areas. Lack of sufficient wetland management projects that contribute
to poverty alleviation was highlighted as a major inadequacy which can often lead to ineffective
wetland conservation programs. Thus, innovative business models that integrate wetland
conservation benefits to support community livelihoods are vital for the long-term conservation
and wise-use of wetlands. WNPS is proud of the work being done within the Anivilundawa region
as we do our part to help protect these critical habitats, while we will also continue to battle to
save the Vidattaltivu regions. 
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The Ramsar Convention is one of the oldest treaties established for the
conservation of natural resources. Initially developed with a focus on
conserving waterfowl birds and their habitats, the Convention has over
the years expanded its objectives to promote wise use of wetlands,
increase Ramsar site network and enhance global partnerships. The
contracting parties along with Convention’s bodies meet every three
years to assess the progress of Ramsar Strategic Action Plan and to
discuss opportunities and challenges related to wetland conservation
and management. The 14th Conference of Parties (CoP14) was held
between 5 – 13th November 2022 as a hybrid event in Geneva,
Switzerland and in Wuhan, China. Theme of this year’s CoP14 “Wetlands
Action for People and Nature” recognized the potential wetland
ecosystems have in enhancing socio-economic wellbeing. Although
wetlands cover only 6% of Earth’s surface, they provide a
disproportionately high number of ecosystem services when considered
against other ecosystems. 



The project mainly focused on conserving the Black Ruby Barb, and to relocate some of the
threatened freshwater endemic fish species due to the construction of the Ruwanpura Expressway,
to a safer stream in Paravithota Ingiriya. It was finalized with the help of the Young Zoologists’
Association (YZA).

 
The project was conducted in Galapitamada Maha
Vidyalaya in Kegalle district, to protect the
Bandula barb (Pethia bandula), an endemic,
critically endangered freshwater fish in Sri Lanka
that is limited to an unnamed water stream in an
estate in Galapitamada GN division in the Kegalle
district. The area is far from the main town, and
the residents are mostly farmers and labourers.
The Bandula barb's habitat overlaps with rice
fields, some of which are not currently cultivated.
Mr. Thusantha Nissanka, our Kegalle District
Representative from the area, explained the
importance of these fish species to the students
through a presentation with insightful content.

 

Bandula Barb (Pethia bandula), a freshwater fish conservation project in Galapitamada GN
division in Kegalle district

 

Protecting our Endemics
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Having made it one of their key strategic initiatives, in early 2022, Hemas sponsored 25 mini projects to
conserve both endemic flora and fauna across the country. Here are a few project updates. 

 

 
Black Ruby Barb (Pethia nigrofasciata)

 



ROAR DRIVES EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN DHIKHENAROAR DRIVES EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN DHIKHENA

  

  
  

A few years ago, the WNPS engaged in a major reforestation initiative in Dhikhena, titled
Reforestation of a Rainforest (ROAR). The ROAR Project which is currently supported by Mr. Ajita de
Costa in memory of his Father Mr. Ray de Costa, is a unique scientific model of a restoration of a
tropical rainforest. The continued assistance to the village school by those connected with the ROAR
project further cements the bond between the School and the WNPS ROAR project, and solid
community engagement is a core philosophy for all WNPS projects. This was elevated to the highest
levels when the team responded to some dire needs of the local school which is nestled at the
foothill of the project. 
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Extending the Community engagement even further through Art and knowledge
sharing.

Creating a mural on endemic flora and fauna followed by a science workshop

Dikhena Kanishta Vidyalaya is one of the rural schools
located near the Runakanda Forest of the Sinharaja
Rainforest cluster and is also a focal school for the WNPS
ROAR Program, as shared above. Although facilities are low,
the school premises are designed to interact with nature.
As a further step to increase awareness and reduce the
destruction of some of the important endemic flora and
fauna of the area, the WNPS team led by Prof. Sampath,
facilitated the creation of a mural of endemic flora and
fauna on one of the walls of the school library. 

Furthermore, students from the University of Colombo
deliver a workshop on the importance of endemics species.



We have installed sign boards at important locations along the boundary of the forest and
along the Haagala hiking trail. Those sign boards were errected along the boundary,
primarily focusing on reducing hunting pressure on animals, by enhancing the public
understanding of the endemic fauna. A set of guidelines was also introduced to the hikers,
including prevention of forest fires, proper waste.

The main objective of this project is to protect these
endemic small mammals from poaching through
protection of habitat and through public awareness.
This project was implemented at the Isengard
Biosphere Reserve at Belihuloya. When choosing a
location, several factors were considered, including
whether it is adjacent to human settlements, whether
hunting pressure exists, and the fact that the Haagala
hiking trail runs through the reserve. Importantly, the
reserve is one of the WNPS PLANT (Preserving Land
and Nature Trust) protected areas through an MOU. 
 disposal practices etc.

WNPS PLANT PROPERTIES HELP CREATE NURSERIES FOR THE ENHANCEMENT OF
ENDANGERED ENDEMIC FOREST TREES
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A project was launched where the initiative
was primarily concerned with the
conservation of endemic plant species that
have been identified as suitable for this
project in the Belihuloya area. 

Some villagers were selectively chosen as
beneficiaries, and they needed to collect
the relevant endemic plant seeds and
maintain a nursery of around 800 healthy
saplings. Once plants grow to a height of
about two feet, they will be replanted in
deforested areas and along forest roads.
From this project the beneficiary species
indirectly include the Golden Palm Civet,
the Legs Hawk Eagle, and the Montane
Purple-face Langur, while the Haagala
forest reserve will also be a reforesting
location. This project was finalized with the
help of Prof. Sampath Seneviratne. 

 

WNPS PLANT Properties help create nurseries for the enhancement of endangered endemic
forest trees

 



The Battle for Vidathalativu : A joint
Press Conference

 

VIDATTALTIVU: The largest Mangrove Wetland to suffer de-gazette and destruction for
Aquaculture

With the collaboration of seven organizations, the Wildlife and Nature Protection Society, along
with Environmental Foundation Limited, Federation of Environmental Organizations, Lanka
Environment Fund, Lanka Nature Conservationists, The Parrotfish Collective and The Pearl
Protectors, jointly organized a major press conference on this degazetting issue on the 6th of
December at the BMICH. As an additional step, we have sent in a few more RTI’s to the respective
departments and authorities asking for the relevant details. 

WHY DE-GAZETTE VIDATTALTIVU NOW?

In 2018, on being presented with the joint proposal for the de-gazette of the Nature Reserve, by
the Ministries of Forestry and Wildlife, the Cabinet requested that an Environmental Impact Study
be undertaken on the area. The Terms of Reference for the study were then issued by the
Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC), and the National Aquatic Resources Research and
Development Agency (NARA) undertook to conduct the study, and they submitted their report to
the DWC. In 2019, the DWC appointed a Technical Evaluation Committee (TEC) to study the
matters raised in it. The TEC strongly rejected any attempts to de-gazette Vidattaltivu.

Later that year, the DWC forwarded all the reports, and the decision of TEC, to the Ministry of
Wildlife. However, in 2020, and despite the TEC decision, the Ministry of Fisheries kept
continuous pressure on the Ministry of Wildlife to de-gazette this Nature Reserve. And
shockingly, as per the National Aquatic Development Authority of Sri Lanka (NAQDA), this
area has been identified to be degazetted for Aquaculture!
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THE LAW BEING IGNORED

This proposed development is in the face of a TEC decision that Vidattaltivu should not be subject
to de-gazette. This is against the Laws of Sri Lanka, specifically the Fauna & Flora Protection
Ordinance (FFPO). In addition, it should be noted that over 25 Government Agencies were
involved in reaching the initial proposal to declare Vidattaltivu a protected area. Therefore, is the
self-interest of a few, 
who look forward to short-term economic gain by overriding the overall needs of the Nation
continuing to drag our country into further disarray?

It is not just the mangrove forests that will be destroyed, but the meadows of seagrass and coral
reefs that they protect, and the local communities who survive on its natural gifts. As example,
the world-renowned blue swimmer crab (Portunus pelagicus), captured at Vidattaltivu, brings
foreign currency earnings and is therefore, of significant economic value to the country. Many fish
and other marine organisms tend to breed in the sea grasses. In fact, about 15% of the fisher
population in Mannar are from Vidattaltivu and they earn a stable and a decent income from this
rich and complex ecosystem. The seagrass itself is home to the critically endangered Dugong
(Dugong dugon).

Some press articles can be found below.

Destructive fishery farm in sanctuary endangers marine ecosystems | Print Edition - The Sunday
Times, Sri Lanka
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https://www.sundaytimes.lk/221211/news/destructive-fishery-farm-in-sanctuary-endangers-marine-ecosystems-505243.html


Nations Trust Bank (NTB) has further cemented their sponsorship with the Society by supporting the
Jungle Telegraph and making them the Society's sole sponsor for all its publications. 
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